HELPING EVERYONE AT ST TERENCE’S CATHOLIC COLLEGE FIND THEIR FIT FOR SPORT

YOUR WHOLE FAMILY CAN ENJOY SOME GREAT BENEFITS, INCLUDING:

- 30 day Wearanty™ — for a perfect fit every time.
- Earn points on every purchase to receive FREE Gift Vouchers.
- Free waterproofing service.

THE BEST FIT IS EVEN BETTER WITH ALL THESE BONUSES.

$5 VOUCHER
PRESENT THIS SCHOOL VOUCHER WHEN PURCHASING A PAIR OF SCHOOL SHOES AT THE ATHLETE’S FOOT AND $5 WILL BE DONATED TO ST TERENCE’S CATHOLIC COLLEGE.

SCHOOL REWARDS PROGRAM

$5 FROM EVERY PAIR OF SHOES PURCHASED IS DONATED BACK TO OUR SCHOOL.

THE ATHLETE’S FOOT PROVIDES A RANGE OF SCHOOL AND SPORTS SHOES.

With a shoe expertly fitted by one of The Athlete’s Foot Fit Technicians, your child will have the right support for all the activities and sports they take part in every day.

The Athlete’s Foot stock a range of Ascent and Clarks school shoes to ensure there are options for everyone.

Even better, $5 from every shoe purchase is donated back to our school. And this applies to your whole family across their fantastic range of school, sports, work and casual shoes.

THE IMPORTANCE OF FIT

- Every child’s foot is different and they continue to develop until they’re 18.
- Due to continual growth and development, it’s essential to get their feet measured properly every time they need new shoes.
- Every school day is filled with a range of different physical activities.
- The right fit helps performance and reduces the risk of injury and problems.
- With The Athlete’s Foot highly trained Fit Technicians, getting the right FIT is easy through width options and ½ sizes.

The Athlete’s Foot

The Athlete’s Foot Noosa
Shop 1054, Noosa Civic Mall
Phone: (07) 5455 5996
www.theathletesfoot.com.au

is our recommended footwear supplier.
KIDS RECOMMENDED FOOTBALL BOOTS

- ME CUR IAL VICTORY
- H Y P E R V E N O N   PHA DE
- NITRO CHARGE 2.0
- LETHAL TIGREOR GS
- LIBRETTO III
- LETHAL TIGREOR GS
- LETHAL ULTIMATE
- PREDITO LZ TRX FG

ADULTS RECOMMENDED FOOTBALL BOOTS

- TREQUARTISTA
- ME CUR I AL VICTORY
- P. ABSOLION TRX
- NITRO CHARGE 2.0
- LETHAL 16
- LETHAL 16
- LETHAL FLASH 7

RECOMMENDED NETBALL SHOES

- GEL NETBURNER PROFESSIONAL 10
- NETBURNER 16
- MAXIMUS XT8 LEATHER
- LIBERTY 7